
surplus value: architecture and labour



Andy said, “How many songs did you write?”
I’d written zero, I lied and said, “Ten.”
“You won’t be young forever
You should have written fifteen”
It’s work, the most important thing is work
It’s work, the most important thing is work

Lou Reed and John Cale, “Work” from “Songs for Drella”, 1990.

Birth, School, Work, Death

The Godfathers, 1987.

Do you like your workplace? Do you get along well with your colleagues? 
Is your job far from home? Do you feel controlled? Am I overworked? Is 
your office comfortable? Is our factory safe? Where can we go on our break 
around here? Are you exploited? Can we go on strike? Will we have to use 
the new machines? Can we get a longer lunch-break? Will I get promoted? 
Can I turn my desk around? Can I work from home? What perks does the 
job have?

Since time immemorial architects have designed spaces for work, one of 
the central activities of our identity as humans. Since the affirmation of 
capitalism, the factory and the office have been the archetypes of the spa-
tial embodiment where surplus value was produced and then transferred 
for the enrichment of a few. Today, their centrality has diminished and we 
find ourselves in a 24/7 and ubiquitous workspace: in our homes, in our 
cars, in the public spaces of our cities, when immersed in nature, in front 
of our portable screens.

“Surplus value” proposes to explore the continuous juxtaposition inherent 
to architecture and labour. Architecture organizes labour but also provides 
visions and alternatives to transform it. The research aims to analyse and 
describe its components (how things function and why) and to explore al-
ternatives (could they change?). On one hand, it will decipher the mecha-
nisms across the multiple practices of design and construction with which 
architecture controls work. On the other, it will highlight initiatives where 
architects have accompanied the processes of emancipation of workers. Be-
cause labour and work always change and morph, so do the spaces where 
they are performed and the technical apparatuses that support their sub-
sistence: by observing physical artefacts and the processes of design and 
production on which they are based, “Surplus value” will reveal how and 
where we work and the ways with which we could improve our conditions.

introduction



Coreographies of the body
To manage productivity, intellectual and 
manual labor are analyzed and strictly 
regimented through equipment and space.



The dominance of the layout
Smooth circulation of goods, workers and 
information is key to economic success. 
Layout wins.



S: The home
The domestic as a site of labor.



M: The city
The totality of the urban realm is organized 
to guarantee revenue streams.



L: Productive landscapes
Territories put at work: agriculture, resource 
extraction and tourism.



XL: Networks
Transnational assemblages, offshoring, la-
bor differentials, logistics.



Microcosms
Everything in one place: the campus, the 
pastoral headquarters and the company town.



Creative novelties and cruel efficiency
The “coolness” of the co-working space and the harshness 
of the indoor farm: a taxonomy of new typologies.



The work of architecture
From design to the building site, with some incursions 
by robots and intelligent machines: how architecture       
happens. And who benefits from it.



Mobilizations
New forms or resistance and civic production 
of space.



surplus value

The curatorial research will follow two complementary threads. The first 
will identify already existing content and select authors to whom com-
mit new work to express what is the relation between architecture and 
labour. While the focus will be mainly about our contemporary condition 
and possible futures, there will be a combination of archival material 
and more recent items to reveal the historical depth of such complex 
relationship.

The second thread will find across Norway in general and more specif-
ically around Oslo, relevant case studies that will enter in the overall 
narrative, through descriptive operations of analysis and documenta-
tion. For instance, an industrial town as Porsgrund or recent co-working 
spaces such as Mesh or Kroloftet in Oslo could become objects of inquiry 
and prospective visions. The module “workers’ assembly” (meetings with 
workers at specific locations across Norway) introduced in our original 
presentation will be incorporated within such line.

The research will define a series of themes, establishing a dialogue be-
tween different periods in time and various geographies. Within each 
theme there always will be at least one element related to Norway.

The output of the research will therefore become one exhibition, which 
could be articulated in different venues; a series of public programs, 
meant for general and specialized audiences; a series of academic ini-
tiatives in collaboration with local universities and complementary ed-
itorial endeavors such as publications and online initiatives that will 
relaunch the discourse beyond Oslo. We seek to find integration between 
these different components.

project objectivesproject objectives

It is our intention to develop the themes across these different formats: 
for instance a topic such as “productive landscape”, the idea that nov-
el forms of exploitation of large territorial resources, via agriculture, 
forestry, mining or tourism are modifying the palimpsest of occupation 
in rural areas, could be represented in the exhibition through existing 
projects and researches such as the work of OMA on the future of coun-
tryside but also be part of the public programs module by organizing 
day-trips for primary and secondary schools.

The exhibition will be characterized by an overall and general “atmo-
sphere”, via an integrated exhibition and graphic design approach that 
will help the public to navigate across quite disparate materials, provid-
ing a meta-language to translate specialized content to wider audiences.

The public programs too should address diverse audiences, possibly 
starting before the period of the Triennale itself with attention to pri-
mary and secondary schools, general public (for instance, through ini-
tiatives such a thematic film festival) and a few events for professionals 
and specialists (seminars, symposiums). To develop the public programs, 
we hope to engage with different actors such as school-boards, labour 
unions, cooperatives, professional associations and local NGOS.

The academic forum, in collaboration with AHO and other partners, will 
be an international meeting between architecture, design and planning 
schools, composed of lectures, seminars and workshops, primarily dedi-
cated to students. The design workshops should be devoted to the same 
local case studies identified in the research and that will be part of the 
exhibition (“workers’ assemblies” again).



project time line

team

January  – May 2018   Thematic research and identification of   
     participants
 
January – March 2018  Definition of the operational structure

January – October 2018  Research of archival material

May – September 2018  Participants commissions (contract   
     definition, fine tuning briefs, meetings)

September 2018 – June 2019  International academic workshops

January – May 2019   Curatorial sequence and object list

February – May 2019  Exhibition design, budgeting and 
     production planning

March – June 2019    Production, edition and formatting of   
     works for exhibition and publications
 
March – July 2019    Loans requests, purchase of material, 
     transport to Oslo

June – December 2019   Final edition, proof reading and 
     layout of publication

July – September 2019   Final production and installation
  
September 2019   Opening week

September – November 2019  Public activities in Oslo 

January 2020    International launch of publication

Chief Curators  
Brendan Cormier
FIG Projects (Fabrizio Gallanti, Francisca Insulza)
Mabel O. Wilson

Public Programs 
FIG Projects (Fabrizio Gallanti, Francisca Insulza)

Academic Programs 
Mabel O. Wilson

Communication and publication
Brendan Cormier

Advisory Committee
Ute Meta Bauer, Jean-Louis Cohen, Catherine David, Peggy De-
amer, Maurizio Lazzarato, Kathy Lloyd Thomas, Albena Yaneva.
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